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in understanding him present experienceslrelato to past and future
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results are reported and key are preselted:-the concepts, the-

./. estimated the for deliver,ng the lesson, the vocabulary introduced,
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Instrectional procedures are plesented n, three sections-....an
introduction, learners' tasks, and a su mary. Some supplemental
activities are ,presented, strategy and resource profiles provided,-
and assessment procedures outlined.. Th- unit's primary intent is to
develop beginning competencies in givixg and following directions,
And' the le!SSOUS egphasize practice-in- oth g ving and falovilpg
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directions. The learner will also be'm de.aw e of-occupational-
.

gs and schoolltasks which invol 'dire tions. The seven and
onehalf hour unit relates primarilY t the language arts area and is
'suitable for group and individual ins iction. An instruction $

strategy ,guide, is appended, containinvseveral types- of instructional
strategies: giving directions, role pliiying,'discussiOn, question and,
Answer, 'demonstration, and pantomime.' AN),
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Studies over the past five years within Arizona show

parents as. the most influential sources of the

_occupational and educational choices. Because

' influence and the community interest in career

it is strongly recommended that the content of

be reviewed with parent advisory \groups.
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CARtER EDUCATIal

RATIO :4ALE

0

"Reinfor ng the three R's i.11evance through'

Career Ed 4tion" is the refrain echoing across

the county today.

CareerEducation ombines the academ' Orld'with the
world of work. I must be available at all levels, of ed-
ucation from kinde garten through the university. A
complete program o Career education includes awareness
of the world of wor broad exploration of occupations,
in-de`h exploration of selected clusters, and career
,preparation for all learners. This calls for all basic
education subj cts to incorporate Career Education as'

an activity: ducation and Career Education are synonr..,
mous terms.

GOALS OF CAREER EDUCATION

.

LEARNING TO LIVE - means promoting the learners' aware
ness of _,their capabilities and developing their ability to
dearwith leisure time and society in generel.

LEARNING TO LEARN involves motivating the learners so
that they want to learn the basic educational subjects.
This can be done by making the subjects peaningful and by
relating them to the real world of work.

LEARN TO MAKE A LIVING - means preparing learners so
that they have the capability to support themselves eco-
nomically and to become ptoductive members of the%community.
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FOLLOWING AND GIVING DIRECTIONS'

A

This instruction unit, which relates to the Career Education
outcomes., has been field tested in the state of Arizona.
A report of the field t4st results is available-upon request.

This unit is a suggested procedure. Fpel free to adapt it
to meet the-needs of your particular students and situation.
The followin:g_are_suggestions made by the field test teachers.

OVERVIEW:

1. It was suggested that Lesson Four, ,"Can You Follow
Directions?," page 47, should'be'the first lesson
and that Lesson One, "Methods for Giving Directions,"
page 13, should be the fourth lessc,n.

2. Pbssibly no more than thirty minutes a day shoUld
be spent On a lesson.

3. ,Oral activities should be practiced as the skills
are learned with each successive lesson. This
could be a learner-learner drill, an instructor-
learner drill, or a learner-instructor drill. ,

4. The assessment items for Lessons Three and Five
should be treated independently but thote for
Lessons One, Two and Four could be treatedcollec-
tively. e

SPECIFICS:

Lesson One:

4. If this lesson is moved to Lesson Four as recommended,
the summary on page-16 will have to be modified.

b. You may wish to provide more examples of written
and-oral Oirections.

Lesson Two:

a. If Lesson Four was moved to Lesson One, the intro-

- duction'to this lesson on page 32 will have to be
modified.

b. The activity on page 23-could make use of small groups
rather than using individual learner input.

6



Lesson Three:

a. The "Map of Dry Gultch!' on page 45 was found hard
to. read as a transparency. Duplicate copies for
students.

b. If Lesson Four has been moved to Lessdn One, the
last paragraph of the summary,on page 40 should
be changed.

Lesson Four:

a. The class could be divided into groups of 2-3 with
each group discussing and determining the guide-
lines that should be used when following written
directions.

'
Lesson Five:

a. Be sure to prepare your learners for role playing.
See page l00.

b. The task on page 64 also fends itself to small
group activity. Each group could think of and
record situations and occupations, at school,
or at home in which directions are given and/or
followed.

4
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UNIT*SITJ

.._21------40VERALL PURPOSE

This instructional unit will become' 1integral hart of
a total K-I2 career educatio curricul . This unit
has been developed to afford e ins ctor maximum flexi-
bility in its utilization. en planning for the use of
this unit7 itlwill bd heIPful.for the instructor to give
attentibnto the following c racteristics.

GOALS Ak
,

Thelitit.goals of this career education unit are stated
expectitions toward which the instruction/learning effort

is directed. It is intended that thede unit goals be

implicit in the total curriculum and also.consistent with

the accepted maturation patterns of learners.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The performance objectives are derived from the unit goals
and are intended to (specify the expeCted behavior of he

--learners.

LESSONS

The lessons will help the instructor meet the.performr

ance objectives and are designed to assistAearneri in
understanding how present experiences relate td\past

and future ones. The lessons are broken Oen Oto several
of the le sons; are described,

10



key items are presented: 'the concepts, the estimated time
for delivering the les
resources required

The.instiuctee

s, the vocabulary-introduced, the
the instructor preparationstdsks.

cedures area presented in three sections:

INTRODUCTION. Thigh section provides continuity
latan'the unit and" makes' the learners aware of

-----t---tW'-trft--tO--"'aucVmtplish-,'----hxsr- they will

,7-accompliSb it, and they airitudying the
particular concepts-76f the lesson.

TASKS. This section provides a detailed de-
WaTitiOn of-the eaheent and activities uied to
delivar\tbe'specifiedeoutcomea.\ An attemWk has
been made to ensure 'tha the activities are

.learner-prientod, free rom irrelevancies, inter-,
Sating,- presented in 11, = tiai Steps;
and complete. Each les d tasks which
'allow the.lfarners to.40 actice the desired outcome.
Sample questions and rem Imes provided.alodg
with suggestions to the nstrucr for accomplish -
ing the task.

SUMMARY.
MWarand

f
for the le'
rom ope 1

REiOURCES

i
is section pr vides closure on tl
if possible, culminating activy

rners. It ale proksides transitio
ssonto another

!
Instructional resources (material , equipment, and or
persons) are suggested in the len n. These reso des.

have been designed and developed s that an instru or
May deliver the lessons with minimal preparation
Worksheets-are prepared so-that an- torn Aonly

take the page, in the unit and use 1. with an o pro -

jector or prepare a transparency or ditto master. A
Unit Resource Profile has been prepared and is provided
-in-the early- part of the unit._ Mater s_used in a
'lesson are located at the endof ,that lesson.

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

The purpose of the assessment procedure is to determine
the learners' level of achievement of th7.performance

11
2
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objectives. The descriptions, alicetions, and keys to
'all items are presented along with, the leison debctip-
tion4 Assessment' items are placed directly afteethe
lessohs, but before any worksheets:. This_wili allow
the instructor to administer the assessment item(s) after
each lesson.

Moit Of the items may be used to preassess -.I.Eiarners before
they the unit-it the-instracimi desires.-

INSTRUCTI1ONAL STRATEGY GUIDES

The unit. tains, several, types of
giving di tionsr role playing, discus
answer,, demonstration, anik,pantaminst..._.1._
for these \strategies are presented in the
specific references given in the lessons. ALMit Content ,

Strategy ffbfile, which isalso a quick reference to the
strategies used in eagh leson, is provide, in the front
part. of this unit.

uctional stritegies:
ion, question and

tructor guides
pendkx, with

O
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UNIT OVERVIEW

. /
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PURPOSE 00HIS UNIT

The primary intent of this unit is to develop beginning '
competency in giving and following direct pons. The
learners will be made aware of the fact that many activi.;.
ties in occupations and at school, involve giving and/or
following. directions. Throughout the lessons activities
are outlined to give the learners s-practiqe in. both giving
and following directions.

This unit emphasizes that the learners. eed practice in
both giving and following directions. he activities
in the lessons will enable the learners to-increase their
skills in this area. Guidelines are out ined in the
lessons to aid the learners.-both in prodicing and follow-

.

ing setsiof directions.\Along with this,\ the learners
will be made aware of occupational settings and school.
tasks which ,involve directions.

INTENDED USE OP THIs.UNIT

This unit was developed by experienced, classroom instruc-
tors and reviewed by curriculum personnel not associated

. with its development.

GRADE PLACEMENT

-:This unit has been written to be primarily used art ._the_
fifth grade level.
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SUBJECT AREA

All of the lessons in\the unit are related to the language
arts area of the curriculum.. Experiences are also provided
in the area of art.

DURATION

The lessons within the unit have been written to provide
a total of 7 h hours instructional time.

GROUPING

The unit lends itself to varied types of grouping. There
are prov sions for large group, small group, and individual
activities. .

PREPARING-TO TEACH THIS UNIT

Two Unit PrOfiles which follow this section have been
prepared to give you an, overview of the time, content,
instructional strategies, and resources required for de-
livery of eachilesson in this unit. These profiles pro-
vide a synopsis Which will assist you in gaining a general
understanding of the entire unit.

0

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Read the total unit and obtain resource materials before
beginning.

Read each'strategy in the appendix.

Lesson 2 is divided into two sessions. Allow two days for
the first session and three ,days for the second session.

A transparency is suggeste as a resourbe material in
Lesson 3. If an overhead rojector is not available,

projector could e used or a copy reproduced
.

each learner

Lesson 2 and Lesson 3 are closely related and could be'
reversed in the sequence of presentation. .It might be
- eneficial to provide motivation and to allow more time
for planning and presentation of the demonsttations in
Lesson 3.

40.

110'



Before the learners leave school on the -day that Session
I of Lesson 2 has been presented, remind them to bring
any materials tbey need for the demonstrations on the
following day.

The worksheet entitled Can You Follow Directions, found
in Lesson 4 is to discover how many learners-actually
followed all directions. If they do read all the steps,
they.will-ESco4er that they are only to complete the
first two steps.

The supplemental activity found at the end of Lesson 4
is a good activity to test the learners' ability to
follow oral directions.



UNIT CONTENT/STRATEGY PROFILE

Lesson Time Content
Instructional
Strategies

1 40
min.

2 195

min.

3

4

45 ,

90
min.

5 80
min.

Learners will iden- Discussion
tify methods of giv- Pantomime
ing directions and
give examples of
each method. The
methods are listed
in the lesson. They
also/suggest occupa-
tions in which di-
rections are given
and pantomime those
occupations.

Learners will list Discussion
the necessary ele- Small group work
ments of a set of Demonstration
directions and then
produce a set of
directions which
includes all of the
necessary elements.
They then will give
demonstrations in
which they describe
a step-by-step'
process.'

Learners will iden- Discussion
tify the missing Story
elements in a set of Worksheet
directions and cor-
rect the directions.

Learners will list Discussion, I

guidelines for Worksheet \I

following directions Pinwheels
and complete a
proddct by following
a set of directions.

Learners will sug- Discussion
gest school tasks. Role playing
and occupational
settings which in-
volVe giving or---fb-F-
lowin4 directions
and role play their
'suggestions4

9
. 16



UT RESOURCE P °FILE

Lesson Within Unit
To Be Acquired
By Instructor

2

3

4

Pantomime Strategy
(Appendix)

Discussion Strategy
(Appendix)

Questioning Strategy
(Appendix)

Assessment item

Information sheet:
Table Setting Diagram

Demonstration Strategy
(Appendix)

Assessment item

Assessment item:
Product Assessment
Form

Transparency master:
Map of Dry Gulch

Assessment item

Worksheet:
Can You Follow
Directions?

Information sheet:
Directions for Making
a Pinwheel

Pattern for a Pin-
wheel

Gry,ing Directions
Stiategy (Appendix)

Assessment item

5 Role Playing Srtrafegy

(Appendix)

Assessment items

Overhead projector
8 1/2" x 11" writing
paper

9" x 12" white con-
struction paper

Crayons
Scissors
Tape
Unsharpened pencils
Straight pins
Straws

17



METHODS FOR GIVING DIRECTIONS

LESSON ONE

s
CONCEPT

The methods for giving directions are:

N 1. GestureS.
2. Oral
3. Written I

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

The learner will name methods for giving
directions and give an example for each
method.

LESSON TIME

40 minutes

NEW VOCABULARY

Communication

Gesture

Pantomime

- exchanging information

- signal given'by movement of the hand,
head, or body

- telling a story by movements of the

body

impli: IS



RESOURCES REQUIRED

FOUND'WITHIN LESSON ACQUIRED BY INSTRUCTOR

Pantomime Straegy
(Appendix)

Discussion \Strategy
(Appendix)

Questioning
(Appendix)

tra tegy

Assessment item

INSTRUCTOR PREPARATION TASKS

Read the
1.
2.

3.

Duplicate
learner.

following strategies:
Pantomime Strategy
Discussion Strategy.
Questioning Strategy

a copy of the assessment itemfor each

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES

INTRODUCTION
'

To begin this series of lessons, gesture to/one learner
to come to the front of the room without speaking to.him.
After he has arrived there, ask him how he kneW-he was
to come to the front. He should say that he knew from the
hand signal given by the teacher. Explain to the learn-
ers that the gesture or hand signal was an exchange between
the instructor and the learner, or a form of communication.
Some learners may not know what comm nication means. Ask
them to define communication.

Desired responses:

1. Communication is speaking and listening.
2. Communication is writing.
3. Communication is explaining by using signals.

Explain that the definition rr communication is exchanging
informabion. It is not difi,,alt to communicate, but to
communicate clearly requires development of cetain skills.
One skill which requires some practice is being able to
give and-follow directions well---Because this skill .is
used often at school,in everyday life, and in most occupa-
tions, the learners will practice giving and following
directions throughout the lessons.

14 driflif 19



In. the first lesson the learners will be discovering sev-
eral methods for giving directions, and they will be act-
ing out or pantomiming situations in which each method
might be used.

TASKS

Begin the discussion by asking the learners to think of
various ways directions are given. Remind them that at
the beginning of the lesson one kind of direction giving

was demonstrated. Ask them what method was used.

Desired response:

\-
When the in tractor gestured to (use learner's name),

directions w e given.

Using gestures and facial expressions to communicate is

one method of giving directions. Ask the learners to
think of gestures which are interpreted.as directions.

Possible responses:

1. When a person nods or shakes his head, a definite
'direction is given.

2. A policeman gives directions by signaling with

his hands.
3. A teacher can signal to the class to stand up

or sit down by gesturing with her hands.

Explain to the learners that in many occupations, direc-
tions are given through gestures. Ask them to suggest
occupations in which directions can be given through

gestures. Select those occupations which could be pan-
g

tomimed, and record the suggestions on a sheet of paper.
\.

Select those occupations which could be pantomimed. Along
with their ideas, these occupations could also be suggested.

Suggested occupations:

1. Policeman directing traffic
2. Dentist giving directions on how to brush teeth

correctly
3. Orchestra conductor directing an orchestra

A k for volunteers to pantomime the occupations hich

we e suggested and the rest of the class will try to
guess what occupation is being portrayed. Explain to
the learners that to pantomime is to tell a story by
movements of the body.

If the learners cannot recall an occupation named in the
discussion, explain Lo them that you made a list of
several occupations, and that you will give them a sug-
gestion when they come tQthe'front of the room.



After completing the activity, explain to the learners
that the use of gestures is only one way in which
directions are given. Ask them to think of other
methods:

Desired responses:

1. Directions are given orally.
2. Directions are given in written form.

The learners hear and read directions every day at school,
so these methods are familiar to them. However, at
school they are usually following directions rather than

giving them. There are tOnes at school when they do
give diredtions. Ask the* to think of situations in
which they might give directions at:school.

Possible responses:

1. On the playground directions are given as to
how A game ,is played.

2. In explaining a science experiment, written,
,
directions should be given to make the process
clear.

3. When visitors come to the school, they may ask
directions to the office.

SUMMARY

Explain to the learners that they shoul0 practice direc-
tions at school because there will be times, both in
everyday life and in future occupations, when they will
need to know how to give clear directions. In the next
lesson the learners will be discovering rules and guide-
lines to follow in giving directions. Along with this,
they will practice giving directions by explaining a
step-by-step process in the form of a demonstration.

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

DESCRIPTION

A completion item is used to assess the achievement

of the objective. This may be used independently or
collectively with the assessments for Lessons 2 and 4.



DIRECTIONS

The learners will read the item and record their
responses in the form of a list. The examples given
by the learners will vary because of the nature of
the question. Assistance with the vocabulary may be
given by the instructor.

KEY

1. Orally - completifig a task described by the teacher
2. Written form - putting a model car together from

a manual
3. Gestures - a policeman directing traffic



Name

Date

ASSESSMENT ITEM

Lesson 1

List the three ways diredtions are given and give. one
example of_each.

2.

3.

19
23
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GUIDELINES FOR GOOD. DIRECTIONS

LESSON Two

CONCEPT

The guidelines for stating a set of directions are:

1. The directions should
2. The diFections should
3. The steps included in

in consecutive order.
4. The directions should

unnecessary details.

be clearly stated;
be complete.
the directiohs should be

be brief and contain no

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The learner will list the necessary elements
of a set of directions.

The learner will produce a set of directions
which includes all the necessary elements.

LESSON TIME

Session I - 75 minutes
Session II - 120 minutes

NEW VOCABULARY'

Demonstration

Process

- a display or example

- a method or way of doing something

AP

21

24
4



RESOURCES REQUIRED,

FOUND WITHIN LESSON ACQUIRED BY INSTRUCTOR

Information sheet:
Table Setting
Diagram

Demonstration Strategy
(AppOndix)

Assessment item

Assessment item
ProdOct Assessment
Form

4

INSTRUCTOR PREPARATION TASKS

Refer to the inforMation sheet Table Settings Diagram.

,Read the Demonstration Strategy.

Duplicate a copy of t.,e assessment item for each
learner.

Duplicate a copy of the Product Assessment Form
for instructor's use.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES

SESSION I

INTRODUCTION

In the first lesson the learners identified methods for giv-
ing directions and discussed how each method is used. In

- giving directions there are certain rules or guidelines

to follow. These guidelines will be discussed in this

lesson, and the learners will be applying theseguide-
lines in preparing demonstrations.



The preparation of the set of directions to be used in
the demonstrations gives the learners practice in stating
a set of .directions, as well as practice in organizing
an orderly step-by-step process,. Explain to them that
a process is a method or way of completing something'.

The demonstration is just one activity in which a type
of directions is given. In preparing the demonstrations,
the learners should compose directions which abide by the
guidelines given in the lesson, so that their directions
are easy to understand and.follow.

TASKS

Ask the ;earners if they have'ever been confused oy a set
of directi4obs. If so, why were the directions confusing.

Possible responses:

1. The directions weren't clear.
2. The directions had too.many steps.
3. Several steps were left out.

Explain to them that a set of directions can be confusing
and misleading if they are not stated correctly. 'There

are certain guidelines to consider when stating or writ-
ing.a set of directions. Some important guideliries are:

1.

2.

3.

4.

The directions should
The directions should
The steps included in
in consecutive order.
The directions should
unnecessary details.

be clearly, etated.
be complete.
the directions should be

be brief and contain no'

Write the guide_ nes on the board and indicate to the
learners that they will be using these guidelines in pre-
paring a demonstration. Explain to the learners that a
demonstration is a visual display.

Since materials-or tools may be necessary for'presenting
a demonstration, the lesson will be extended over a two-

,
day period.- Today's lesson will'involire choosing topics
to be demonstfated and preparing the demonstrations.

Begin a discussion to bring out suggested topics to be

described. Stress to them that they should select a.

.opic that is:

1. Interesting and will keep the attention of the
listeners

2. Easy to explain in a step -by -step, process >

3. Easily described in a brief manner.

26



The learners should have their own ideas about what they
would like,to present, but if it is difficult to get 4e
discussion under way, these suggestions can be made to
them.

Suggestiond:

-` Following recipes such as making salt dough
2. Assembling a nird house or bird feeder
3. Sewing on a button
4. Conducting an expetiment
5.. Describing rules of a game

CI

Before the learners begin working on the demonstrations,
they will need-to-have-an-example to fallow in-composing
a set of,directions. Both the instrtctor and the learn-
ers will be involved in producing the directions-on how
a table should be set in a restaurant. If objects used .

in setting a table such as a plate, knife, fork, spoon,
napkin, etc., are not - available, a diagraM can be drawn
by the learners on the board as they follow the directions.
(A sample diagram is'provided in the lesson, and an.enlarge-
ment of the diagram is found at the end ofthe lesson.)

Remind the learners that the directions for setting a
table must be stated as a step -by -step process-and also
that the directions should be, clei., complete, and easy
to follow.

°

Below is a set of directions to be followed in table set-
ting. This set of directions is to be used as a guide-
line toaid the learners in composing a set of directions.
As the learnets name steps in the ptocess, suggestions
can be made as to how the directiong should be stated. The

steps should written on the board so that if any changes
are necessary they can be made easily. Also, the direc-
tions don't have to be stated in exactly the same order as
the ones thatare given. ,

Setting the Table:

1. The materials needed to, set the table are:

a. Dinner plate
b. Dinner fork
c. Salad fork .

d. Napkin
e. Knife
f. Spoon
g. Salad plate
h. Water glass
i. Cup and saucer



2. The dinner plate is placed in the middle
of the setting and should be about one inch
from, the edge of the table.

3. The dinner fork is placed left of the dinner
plate, and the salad fork is placed left
of the-dinner fork.

A. The napkin i placed left of the two forks.

5. The knife goes to the right of the plate,
with the blade facing the plate.

6. The spoon is-placed- totherIght of the
knite.

7. The salad plate is set above the fork and
to the left of the dinner plate.

8. The water glass is placed above^the knife
and to the right of the dinner plate.

9. The.cup and saucer are placed above the
spoon and to the right of the dinner plate.

(C- Below is a diagram showing how a place setting should loOk
according to the directions given above.

Sine the diagram of the table setting was drawn on the
boa-rd, erase the drawing, but leave the rectangular
shaped border drawn on the board.
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Ask for vrelunteers to f011ow the steps in the set
of directions. For example, the first volunteer, will
place the, dinner plate in the middle of tUe setting'and
label it properly. The next volunteer will follow the
second step in the set of directions, and so. on. until
the diagiam is complete.

Explain to the learners that the directions in their demon-
strations.shovld be similar to the directions given for
table set4n0 This means that the topics they choose
to demonstrate should be easily described in a step-by-
step process.

Since it would be difficult to think of nough topics
for ea-Ch-learner to present a demonstration, divide the

--cla-s-s-into- groups of- three -or four learners-and mTthrin--
to them that they will work on the presentations as a
group. Each group will sekect a topic to present and
also a "team leader," who will give the presentation.
All members of each group will be helping to write the
outline for the demonstration to be presented. This
includes the set of directions which describes the
step-by-step process in each demonstration and also
the actual dialogue which will be used in the demonstra
tions.

7 X

Allow the learners time to meet in their groups to select
a topic. All topics must be approved by the instructor

. -in-order-2to-eliminate duplications, and-also so he /she
can determine whether the idea actually could be presented.
They should then prodeed in preparing what will be 'pre -
sented in the demonstration. Tell them that they should
not plan to present a long, involved process or one that
requires a great deal of materials. ,if materials are
necessaty for carrying out the demonstration, shave each
group decide among themselves which members of the group
will bring the needed materials. ,A time limit of ten
minutes should be allowed for each demonstration, so that
the lesson is not too time consuming. Charts, diagrams,
the chalkboard, or other visual aids may be used if
necessry. Encourage the use of visual aids, since they
add to the understanding of the material being presented.

SUMMARY

Remihd the learners that the directions given in their
demonstrations must follow the guidelines which were listed
on the board earlier in the lesson. In the next session,
they will present the actual demonstrations to the class.
They will be describing a step-by-step proess in these
demonstrations by following the set of directions they
have prepared.



SESSION II

INTRODUCTION

In the last session the necessary elements of a set of
directions were identified by the learners. Askthem
to name these elements.

Desired responses:

1. Clearly Jtated
2. Complete

-3. Steps -stdt-ett-lit order
4. Brief

These elements were to be a guide for the learners in
preparing their demonstrations. in this lesson they
will present the demonstrations to the class. By pre-
senting the demonstrations, the learners:will be able
to apply what they have learned about giving directions.
?ilso, after each demonstration-those listening to the
directions will have an opportunity to prove how weld].
they can follow directions by'restating the direftions
given or by repeating the process described in the
demonitration.

e

TASKS

Before the demonstrations begin, remind those who will
be giving the directions to speak clearly and slowly so
that the ocher members of the class fan follow the direc-
tions given.

Encourage the learners to listerifor the main ideas as they
listen to the demonstrations. After each demonstration,
one or two learners will be asked to state the process
described in the demonstration or actually repeat the

process. This type of evaluation should determine two
things:

1. If the directions are clear and complete, they
should be easy to follow.

2. If those who are observing and listening to the
demonstration can follow the directions, then
they were listening carefully enoughto repeat
the directions.

Allow time for each demonstration and a short period of
time after each demonstration for evaluation of the direc-

tion6 given. Stress to the. earners that evaluation of
the demonstrations should belif a constructive nature.
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SUMMARY

After the demonstrations have been presented, ask the
learners to consider situations in an occupation or at
school in which a set of directions is necessary to demon-
strate a step-by-step process.

Possible responses:

1. A salesman often needs to demonstrate his pro-
duct to a custo er.

2. A doctor gives irections to his patients con-
cerning medic ion.

-3. On---the pla oubddirections a
_i_ng_rales for games.

4. A teacher gives. dirce.tions when
c. ass on how to complete an art

re given concern=

instructing a
project.

Point out to the learners that clear, complete directions
are not alWays given. In the next lesson they will be
exposed to incomplete directions, and they will have to
correct the directions to make them complete and clear.

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

DESCRIPTION

A completion item is used to assess achievement
of the objective. Tliis could be combined with
assessment items frdin Lessons 1 and 4. "

DIRECTIONS

The learners will read the item and record, their
.responses-in the form of a list. Assistance' with
the vocabulary may be given by the instructor.

KEY

The learners' responses must have included at least
three of the following:

1. Clearly stated
Z. Complete
3. Steps stated in order
4. Brief and contain no unn6cessary details



DESCRIPTION

A Product Assessment Form is used to assess achieve-
ment of the objective.

DIRECTIONS

As the learners give the demonstrations, evaluate
their presentations according to the assessment form.
The instructor will use the following criteria to as-
sess the demonstrations given by the instructor.

1. Directions -are
2. Directions are
3. Steps included

order.
4. Directions are

details.

KEY

clearly-stated-
complete
in the directions are stated in

brief and contain no unnecessary

Instructor's satisfaction
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Date

ASSESSMENT ITEM

Lesson 2

List three items necessary for a-iet of good directions.
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CORRECTING INCOMPLETE DIRECTIONS

LESSON THREE

CONCEPT

Directions must be'stated in a clear, complete
manner in order to be understood.

/

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

II

Given a set of directions which are in-
complete, the learner will identify the
missing elements and correct the direc-
tions.

Us so TIME

45 minutes

RESOURCES REQUIRED

FOUND WITHIN LESSON

Transparency master:
Map of Dry Gulch

Assessment item

ACQUIRED BY INSTRUCTOR

Overhead projector

/ 8 1/2" x-11" writing paper

INSTRUCTOR PREPARATION TASKS

Prepare a transparency of the Map of Dry Gulch.

Duplicate a copy of the assessment item for each
learner.

Obtain 81/2" x 11" writing paper for each learner.

Obtain an overhead projector.



INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES

INTRODUCTION

In the previous lessoll the learners put into practice
the guidelines for giving clear directions by present-
ing demonstrations. The guidelines to be followed were
basic rules for direction giving. Ask the learners to
state the rules.

4
Desired responses:

1. Clearl_y_ stated
2. Complete
3. Brief
4. Steps stated in order

Remind the learners of the discus'ion in the last lesson
about confusing directions. When direction's are incom-
pilete or unclear, confusion often results. For example,
if an air traffic controller gives false or incomplete
directions to the pilot of an airplane, confusion or even
disaster could result.

4

Explain,to them that in this lesson they will be correcting
sets of directions by either adding to them or changing them.
This will give them further practice in stating good direc-
tions.

TASKS

Explain to the learners that by keeping in mind the ele-
ments of a set of directions, they should be able to
recognize whether or not a set of directions is clearly
stated. To practice this skill, they will begiven exam-
ples of incomplete directions through the use of a map.

Using the overhead projector and the transparency of the
Map of rzy Gulch, read the first part of the story about
the town of "Dry Gulch."

A miner came into Dry Gulch to stay overnight.
He came into the northwest part of town on
Laramie Lane, and since he planned to stay
overnight, he naturallY wanted to find the
hotel. Being a stranger in town, he decided'
to ask directions to the hotel, so he strolled
into Harry's Livery Stable and asked Harry if
he could direct him to the hotel. Harry replied,
"Head down Laramie Lane and turn on Main Street.
Go down a ways and you can't miss it."

38
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Ask the learners what was missing from these directions
and how the directions could be changed so they would
be more complete and clear.

Possible.response:*

Go south on Laramie Lane past Mason's General Store
until you come to Main Street. Turn left on Main
Street, cross Lincoln Street, and the Dry Gulch
Hotel is the first building on the south side of
the 'street.

Ask two or three learners to restate the directions in
their-own-words. When present another situation, using
the transparency.

Sally Henderson needed extra supplies for her
-dressmaking shop, so'she ordered them from a
nearby town. The delivery man entred-town
at the east end of Main Street and asked a
young boy who had just left the bank if he
would kindly give him directions to Sally's
Dressmaking Shop. The young boy thought for
a moment and then said, "Keep going on Main
Street until you cross three streets. Turn
right on the third street and Sally's shop is
on the left."

Ask several other learners-to restate the directions
to make them more complete and clear.

Possible response:

Going west on Main Street, you will cross Lincoln
Street. Continue on Main Street past Laramie Lane.
The next street is Carriage Lane. Turn right on
Carriage Lane, and you will see the newspaper office
on your left. Sally's shop is next dcor to the
newspaper office.

Since everyone in the class did not have a chance to re-
state directions orally, ask all of the learners to make
up a story of their own, using the rap on the transpar-
ency. Keep the transparency projected so that the
learners can refer to it. The directions given in their
stories should be as clear and completeas they can make
them.

After they have written their stories, they will give
them to another member of the class to read. If any
corrections need to be made, the learners reading the
the directions should make corrections on a separate

414 39



sheet of paper. This will give -them further practice
in stating a setof directions. If time allows, some
of the stories can be read aloudto.the class.

SUMMARY

.From this lesson the learners wete given fur er a 1-
dence of the importance of stating clear, com
directions. They also had a chance to practice' stating
directions in their own wards by correcting and changing
directions which were not properly stated.

I-n -the next lesson- the learners will practice following
directions without help from the inetructor. .They will
be given two activities in which they will have to read
directions and follow what they have read.

a

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES.

DESCRIPTION

A map is used as the assessment item. A set of
incomplete directions accompanies the map.

DIRECTIONS

The learners
accompanying
so that they

KEY

will read the incomplete direaionc
the map and then correct the directions,
are clear and complete.

c 4,

1. Go north on Walnut Street to Sycamore Avenue.
2. Turn right on Sycamore Avenue.
3. Continue on Sycamore Avenue past 'Aspen Drive to

Birch Street.
4. Turn right on Birch Street.
5. Continue' on Birch Street to Alpine Avenue.
6. Turn left on Alpine Avenue and the Post Office is

on the left hand side of the street, about the
middle of the block. S ,

,r43
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Name

ASSESSMENT ITEM

Date

.

40°
Lesson 3 .

.

State the directions clearly so that Mr. Green would arrive
at the post office.

.47
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CAN YOU FOLLOW DIRECTIONS?

LESSON FOUR

CONCEPT

There are certain guidelines to consider when follow-
ing directions.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The learner will list guidelines for follow-
ing directions.

Using a set of directions for producing a
product, the learner will complete the
product.

LESSON TIME

90 minutes

RESOURCES REQUIRED

FOUND WITHIN LESSON ACQUIRED BY INSTRUCTOR

Worksheet:
Can You Follow
Directions?

Information sheet:
Directions for Making
a Pinwheel

Pattern for a Pinwheel

Giving.Directions
Strategy
(Appendix)

Assessment item

47

9" x 12" white construc-
tion paper

Crayons

Scissors

Tape

Unsharpened pencils

Straight pins

Straws

43
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INSTRUCTOR PREPARATION TASKS

Duplicate a copy of the following 'items or each
learner:

1. Can You Follow Directions? /
Pattgrn for Pnwheel,

S. Directions' for Making a Pilhwheel
4. Assessment item

Acquire the following for each learner:
1. One sheet of 9" x 12" white construction

paper ;" Nad.
2. ScissOrs
3. One Straight pin
4. Crayons
5. One unsharpened pencil

7

Have tape av-ilable for the learners' use.

.1

Cut one piece of a paper straw (about 1/2" long)
for each learner. The straw will act as a washer
between the pencil__ and the pinwheel.

Read Giving Directions Strategy.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES

INTRODUCTION

In the previous lessons the learners have been given
practice primarily in stating directions. This lesson
will deal with practice in following directions given by
someone else. Because the learners are in school, they
are familiar with the fact that they must follow direc-
tions in order to succeed in their work. Explain to
'them that in an occupation and in everyday life, they
will be following many kinds of directions, so they should
become aware of the importance of listening*to.oral direc-
tions and reading directions carefully.

TASKS

Begin the lesson by distributing the worksheet entitled
Can You Follow Directions? Some of the learners may be
familiar with the exercise, so stress to the class that
they must not talk during the time they are working on

the worksheet. (The object of the worksheet is to dis-
cover how many learners actually read the directions
carefully, because the first step on the worksheet states
that they are to read all directions before beginning.
If they do read all the steps, they will discover that
they are only to complete the first two steps on the sheet.)

48 44
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Allow the learners plenty of time to complete the wokk-
sheet. If several members of the class discover-that
only steps one and two are to be completed, stress toi
them that they must remain quiet so they don't alert
the others about the worksheet.

When most of the class have finished the worksheet, point
out that if the directions at the top of the page were
followed, only numbers one and two would have been com-
pleted. Ask the learners how many of them completed the
worksheet through number nine. There were probably several
learners who did not follow the directions, and they did
not realize what they were really supposed to do until
they had completed the entire worksheet. Point out that
this is easy to do if-close attention is not paid to all
directions.

Explain to the learners that therevdre-certain guidelines
to consider when following written directions. Ask if
they can think of what these guidelines might be.

Desired responses:

1. Read all directions.
2. Do not omit steps.
3". Follow step in the order given.

Point out to the learners that there are many situations
in which. oral directions are given. The guidelines are
similar to those for Ibl4owing written directions, excel*
that oral directions Cannot_be reviewed unless they are
repeated. To further test, the learners' ability to follow
written directions, distribute the materials necessary for
making a pinwheel. The materials needed for each learner
are:

1. Difections for Making a Pinwheel
2. Pattern for a Pinwheel
3. One sheet of 9" x 12" heavy white construction

paper
4. Crayons
5. Scissors
6. Straight pin
. Tape
8. One unsharpened pencil
9. Small piece of a paper straw (1/2"

49
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Explain to the learners that they will be constructing
a pinwheel without help from anyone. Read aloud the
list of materials that each of them should have before
they ben to make sure they have all the materials needed.

Give the learners time to construct the pinwheels. Do
not allow them to ask questions or talk to one another.
They must work entirely on their own.

/When most of the learners have completed the task, check
the pinwheels to see if they were constructed correctly.
Check each learners' pinwheel as to'whether or not each
step was followed, completely. If each step was followed,
the pinwheel should spin freely. If some pinwheels do
not spin as they should, ask the learners which part of
the directions were not followed properly.

SUMMARY

Explain that directions need to be followed in many
situations in everyday life if plans are to be carried
out successfully. Tell the learners that in the next
lesson they will be discussing various situations in
which directions are given or followed, and then act-
ing out or role playing some of those situations.

SUPPLEMENTAL ACTIVITY

FOLLOWING ORAL DIRECTIONS

To give the learners practice in following oral direc-
tions, distribute to each learner a sheet of unlined
8h" x 11" paper. Explain to them that they will
have to listen carefully to the instructions given bed
cause they will be stated only once. Also, they may
not ask questions as the instructions are being given.
They will be sketching a map of a park, according to the
instructor's oral directions.

__LBefore beginning, write the symbol W 1 E on the board.

I

S
Ask if anyone knows what this means.

Desired response:

It is a symbol for the directions north, south,
east and west.

46



Ask which wall in their classroom is the north wall;
south wall; west wall; east wall. Question several
learners about the directions to reinforce their under -
standing.

Begin giving the instructions. Speak slowly because each
step is to be stated only once. The steps to follow are
listed below:

1. Draw the symbol for north, south, east, West in
the bottom right hand corner.

2. In the northeast corner of the_park, draw three
\ trees.

3. In the center of the park draw a swimming pool
in the shape of a rectangle.

4. In the southwest corner of the park draw a
flower garden.

5. In the northwest corner of the park, place a
baseball diamond including first base, second
base, third base, home plate, and the pitcher's
mound.

After the directions have been given, walk around the .

room to see how many of the learners could actually
low the instructions. Stress to them that when they are
given oral directions, they must keep their mind on what
they are to do and listen for "key" words, and the direc-
tions should be easier to follow.

A sample Map is provided at the back of the lesson to give the
learners an idea of how the map should look when it is complete.

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

DESCRIPTION

A completion item is used to assess achievement of
the objective. Could be combined with assessments
of Lessons 1 and 2.

DIRECTIONS

The learners will read the item and record their
responses in the form of's list. Assistance with the
vocabulary may be given by the instructor.

API

KEG

1. Read all directions
2. Don't omit steps
3. Follow steps in the order given

47



Name

Date

ASSESSMENT ITEM

List three guidelines for following directions.

/

1.

2.

3

Lesson 4

I

1
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Lesson 4

CAN YOU FOLLOW DIRECTIONS?

Read all directions before beginning.

1. Write your first and last name in the upper right,
hand corner of this sheet.

2. Write your age in the blank provided. I am years
old.

3. Add: 62 + 38 + 33 =

4. Print your teacher's name in the blank provided

5. Write today's date in the blank provided. Today is

6. Trace your hand on the back of this sheet.

7. Write your birthday in the blank provided. My

birthday is

8. Multiply" the number of students in your class today

times 2

9. Answer only questions number 1 and 2.



Lesson 4

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING A PINWHEEL

1. Trace the pattern for the pinwheel the construc-
tion paper.

2. Color the pinwheel with crayons. It n be colored
on both sides.

3. Cut out the square:

4. Cut,opt the pattern for the small circle 1 eled 5.
Trace the circle on part of the constructi paper
that is remaining, and cut it out. Mark the dot on
the circle as_it'is on the pattern. 4

5. Draw the dot in the center of the square.

6. Draw the lines ag shown on the pattern. These lines
go almost to the center.

7. Cut along these lines, but do not cut to the center
dot.

8. Bend points 1, 2, 3, and 4 to the center dot and tape
them togethei.

9. Take the straight pin and push it through the center
of the.circle and then through the points which have
been taped.

10. Put the pin through the open part of the piece of
straw. (See example below)

11. Stick the pin into the eraser of the pencil so that
the pinwheel is attached to a handle.

12. If you followed the directions carefully, you should
have a pinwheel that spins!

Example:

411111 57
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Lesson 4

PATTERN FOR A PINWHEEL
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SAMPLE MAP
Lesson 4
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ROLE PLAYING SITUATIONS INVOLVING DIRECTIONS

LESSON FIVE

CONCEPT

Many occupational settings and school tasks involve
giving and/or following directions.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The learner will name school tasks in which
directions are given or followed.

The learner will name,occupational settings
in which_ directions are given or followed.

LESSON TIME

80 minutes

NEW VOCABULARY

Role playing - acting out or playing the part of
another. person

Realistic - very real, true to life

RESOURCES REQUIRED

POUND WITHIN LESSON ACQUIRED BY INSTRUCTOR

Role Playing Strategy
(Appendix)

Assessment items
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INSTRUCTOR PREPARATION TASKS

Read the Role-Playing Strategy.

Duplicate a copy of the assessment items for each
learner.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES

INTRODUCTION

In-the- -t-he-1 car-ner-s--we

cises to build their skills in giving and fo
directions.

it CACA.

owing

,Explain to the learners that numerous situations in-
everyday life involve giving or following directions.
In this lesson the learners will be acting. out, or role
playing, occupational settings and School settings in
which directions are involved. This should help them
realize the importance of directions in real-life situations.

TASKS

Ask the learners to think of situations in occupations,
at school, or at home in which directions are 3iven and/or
followed.

Possible responses:

1. When a doctor gives a patient instructions about
medication, the patient must follow the instruc-
tions to get well.

2. A cookbook gives directions for a housewife, a
baker, or a cook to follow.

3. A machinist in a factory must follow directions
on how to operate various machines to avoid in-
jury to himself or damage to the machines.

4. A housewife follows directions on how to use
certain products.

5. A taxicab driver fbllows maps as well as direc-
tions given by his customers.

6. Alifeguard gives directions on rules to be
followed for water safety.
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7. An orchestra leader gives directians to an
orchestra about how they are to play and when
to play.

8. A mother gives' directions to her children about
how to make a bed, wash dishes, work in the kit-
chen, etc.

9. Amovie director gives directions for all those
involved in the making of a movie (cameraman,
actors, sound effects technicians, etc.) to fol-
low.

10. A construction foreman gives instructions to
construction-workers about how certain jobs are
to be done.

II. A teacher gives directions for her class to
follow every day.

List any suggestions on the board which could be acted
out in a role-playing situation. Explain to the learners
that they will not have to speak in front of the class .

alone. Each situation to be acted out will involve at
least two members of the class. The class will be
divided into,groups to make the presentations.

Before dividing the class into groups, explain to them
just what it is they will be doing. Role playing can be
described as acting out or playing the part of another
person. Since the learners will be in groups, each group
will select an occupational setting or a school setting
to role play. Then they will develop a short skit with
dialogue pertaining to giving and following directions.
Irf some cases giving and following directions can be
combined. Since props are, not available, the learners
will have to be imaginative in making the situations as
realistic as possible.

To further clarify their task, read the following story
to the learners.

Jim had an appointment with Dr. Gibson, the
new dentist in town. He wasn't sure where the
office was, so he called the dentist's recep-
tionist, and asked directions to the office.
When he arrived at the office, Dr. Gibson checked
his teeth and by using'a plastic model of a .eet
of teeth, showed Jim how tobrush his teeth.
Then he asked Jim to demonstrate the proper way
to brush teeth, using the plastic model. Jim
had listened carefully to the instructions, so
he knew what to do.
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After reading the story, tell the learners that three
membets of the class are going to role play this sit-
uation. Select three volunteers; one to play the part
of Jim, one to play Dr. Gibson, and one to play the
receptionist: Have them act out the story, making up
the dialogue as they go along. Stress to them that they
must pretend that they are using certain, objects used
in the story, such as the telephone or the model of
the teeth.

After the story has been portrayed, ask the learners if
ey felt that the situation could. happen in real life.

P 'nt out to them that any situation to be role played
sh uld be realistic) which means being true to life.

Aft this presentation, the learners may have further
sugge tidns for situations where giving or following
direct' ns are involved. If so, list those suggestions
on the oard, along wittrthe suggestions which were

#44#

listed the board earlier in the lesson. Divide the
class into groups of three or four learners. Allow
them time to discuss which setting from the list on
the board they would like to role play. It may be
that some settings involve four or more people. In
that case, two groups may work together.

Another possibility that could be role played is a
situation in which incomplete or unclear directions
are given. Then the results of the poor directions
can be brought out. For example, if a service station
attendant gave incorrect directions to a motorist, the
motorist would not arrive at the desired destination.

Allow about fifteen minute's for the groups to prepare and
then begin the presentations. Remind the learners that
they are to be polite and not talk while the role playing
is going on, and that they may ask questions or make-sug-
gestions after each presentation.

SUMMARY

In this lesson the learners practiced giving and follow-
ing directions by role playing situations which could
occur in everyday life. This was to demonstrate to them
that directions are given and followed not only at school
but in occupations and at home.

Throughout the lessons the learners were able to practice
both givilig and following directions. They should have
come to the realization that directions are important in
many of life's activities.
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Explain to the learners that they are actually involved
in a career while they are in school because they are
given assignments to complete. This is the case with
anyone, involved in an occupation. In order to succeed
in a job, wo4,..must be completed satisfactorily, and
often this means--following directions. The learners
should realize that by practicing giving and follow-
ing directions now, they will be better prepai.ed to
handle many situations which may confront them later
in life.

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

DESCRIPTION

A multiple choice item is used to assess the
achievement of the objective.

DIRECTIONS

The learners will circle the letter in front of the
school task in which directions are NOT given or

followed. Assistance with the vocabulary may be given

by the instructor.

KEY

2

DESCRIPTION

Two completion items are used to assess the achieve-
ment of the objective.

DIRECTIONS

The learners will read the items and answer the ques-
tions poked in the items. Since the answers can
vary gre.:Itly, no one answer will be considered correct.

KEY

Instructor's satisfaction



/

..........

a

ASSESSMENT ITEM

0

Name

Date

Lesson 5

Circle the letter in front of the school task in which
directions are NOT given or followed.

1. Learning long division for the first time

2. Sharpening a pencil

3. Making sala dough from a recipe

4. Learning to play a new game on the playground
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Name

Date

ASSESSMENT ITEM

Lesson 5

.1. Name two job settings where directions are given. The
directions can be oral, written, or with gestures.

a.

b.

2. Name two job settings where directions are followed. The

directions can be oral, written, or with gestures.

a.

b.
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DEMOi4STRATIOW STRATEGY

A demonstration is "a method or a process of presenting

or establishing facts."1 A Demonstration is "the procedure

of doing something in the presence of others either as a means

of showing them how to do it themselves, or in order to il-

lustrate a principle; for'example, showing a group of students

how to set ,the tilting table.on a circular saw or how to pre-
,.

pare a certain food product,-or performing an experiment in

(front of the class to show-the expansion of metals under h 0 t."2

A. Use of Demonstrations

1. To illustrate an important priAiple

2. To provide instruction in how to perform a par-

ticular task

3. To indicate safe operating procedures

4. To augment lecture and/or discussion sessions

5. To provide for breaks in instructional routines

B. Instructor Preparation

1. Determine the objectives of the demonstration.

Make sure that a legitimate instructional need

is served by the demonstration.

1Carter V. Good (ed.), Dictionary of Education (New York:.
McGraw Hill Co., 1959), p. 161.

2
Ibid.
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2. Prepare learners for the demonstration.

a. Introduce and use any new terminology before

presenting a class demonstration.

b., Provide motryptional activities which lead

into the demonstration.

c. Announce the demohstration a clas'S period

etrly and assign any reading necessary to

acquaint each learner with new materials

and/or processes.

d. Announce any safety precautions for which

the learner should prepare in advance.

Example: Students must furnish protective

goggles.

3. 'Secure or develop the necessary apparatus,

materials, audio visual materials, and specimens,

needed for the demonstration.

4. If necessary, obtain parental consent to perform

the demonstration.

5. If necessary, solicit outside help to succesq-

fully perform the demonstration. Incorporate

student'help when possible.

6. Provide the necessary accommodations for handi-

capped learners to particiPaie in the activity.

7. Provide the necessary accomodations for visitors

to the classroom.



8. If necessary, inform your principal or other ad-

ministrailor.

9. Plan any follow-up activities necessary to reinforce

the information delivered in the demonstration.

)

10. Practice the demonstration.

a. Familiarize yourself with all steps in the

demonstration.

b. Set a tentative time limit for the demonstra-

tion and, when necessary, for the individual

parts of the demonstration.

c. Prepare an outline to follow when presenting

the information to the learners.

11. Prepare a good introduction and conclusion,for

the demonstration. A carefully prepared intro-

duction will ensure a good beginning and set the

tone for an organized demonstration. The con-

clusion should contain summary statements and

any information necessary for smooth trajisition

to follow-up activities.

C. The Demonstration

1. Inform learners whether or not they are to take

notes.

2. Make sure everyone can see and hear.

3. Involve as many students as possible.
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4. Talk to the learners and watch for obvious feed-

back signs.

5, Use audio-visual material whenever possible.

Simple, easily-prepared visuals can provide

structure and Organization for the presentation.

6. Move at a steady pace; watch the time; use the

prepared outline to complete the demonstration.

The time an instructor spends preparing a demonstration

is rewarded with learner enthusiasm. Well planned demonstra-

tions are always fun, but do not forget that the instructor's

proficiency is the center of attention.3 Therefore, if a

demonstration is to be used as a learning experience, prior

planning is a necessity.

3W. James Popham and Eva L. Baker, Systematic Instruction,
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970),

p. 102.
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DISCUSSION STRATEGY

Techniques of discussion are often designed as learning

procedures. Some discussion sessions are "characterized by

adherence to a topic, question, or problem about which the

participants sincerely wish to arrive'at a decision or conclu-

sion. .4 During Such sessions group discussion is usually

controlled by its leadership. Other discussion sessions pro-
.

vide for "group discussion that moves freely and adjulsts to the

expressed interests and participation of the members."5 This

type does not call for any specific discussion procedure or

flIced outcome. Activities described as discussion sessions

may range from very rigid sessions to periods that appear more

therapeutic than instructional.6 Therefore, the fundamental

consideration before choosing discussion as a teaching tech-

nique should he the objective(s) of the lesson.

Discussion s*,rategies are not difficult to comprehend,

but the inexperienced instructor may find that discussion as

a teaching technique if, one of the most difficult to implement.

4Carter V. Good (ed.), DicIipaIy_of Education, (New York:

,McGraw-Hill, 1Y59),
'Ibid.
6
To James Popham and Eva L. Baker, Systematic Instruction,
,,,nglewcy'd Cliffs, New jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970,

p. 97.
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A. Use of Discussion Techniques7

1. To exchange information

2. To form attitudes

3. To make decisions

4. To release tensions

B. Discussion Strategies

1. Before beginning a discussion, make sure that the

learners have sufficient background information.

This can be provided through previous lessons or

preparatory information in the same lesson.

2. Prepare a list of questions to be asked, along

with typical learner respon

Question Classification Chart.

a. Even in its simplest form a

questions helps prevent mome

which destroy the effects of

sion.

(See Classroom

ist of prepared

is of confusion

a good discus-

b. If a variation of an instructor-directed

discussion is chosen, questions should be

prepared and written for use by small groups

or groups demonstrating opposing viewpoints.

7J. Jeffrey Auer and Henry Lee Eubank, Handbook for Dis-
cussion Leaders, (New York: Harper and Row, 1947), pp. 8-9.
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3. Advise learners to exchange ideas with other

learners as well as with the instructor.

4. Tell learners that participation in a discussion

carries a commitment to listen to and respect

other's opinions.

a. 'Respect of another opinion means accepting

that opinion as a valid belief of another

person.

b. Laughter and scoffing at an opinion different

from one's own tends to change a discussion

session into an argument.

5. No one should be forced to participate, but

everyone should have the opportunity to speak

if he desires.

6. The instructor and/or discussion leader should

compliment desirable behavior displayed during

the discussion.

7. Make the discussion as informal as possible.

8. Arrange chairs in a comfortable manner, prefer-

ably,in a circle.

9. If the discussion is to be in small groups, in-

form the participants to keep a reasonable. noise

level.

10. The instructor and/or discussion leader should

direct the session with enthusiasm.
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11. Do not vake a discussion session too lengthy.

Terminate it when ,all opinions have been heard.

12. If a discussion is to have a leader other than

the instructor, that leader should be chosen and

prepared in -- advance.

13: A summary statement should be provided to conclude

an organized discussion. This task can be per-

formed by the instructor or tl.t-al:scussion leader.

C. Discussion Leader Responsibilities

1. Ask questions which will elicit reactions, opin-

ions, or conclusions.

2. Do not answer too many of your own questionsi.

3. Vary the approach to asking questions. Example:
III

Ask questions to the group. Ask for a volunteer.

Ask questions of a particular individual.

4. Inject differing points of view.

5. Elicit explanlations from proponents of differing

points' of view.

6. Encourage group interplay by calling for reaction

to statements made by participants.

7. Monitor the discussion to steer away from monopo-
.

lizers.

8. If necessary, clarify what is said.

9. Occasionally summarize what has been said before

considering other aspects of the problem. Provide
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enough new or transitory material to enable

the discussion to continue.

10. It might be necessary to play the role of "devil's

advocate" to stimulate discussion.

11.. The discussion leader and/or instructor should

value and accept all contributions made by the

learners and should be a model of expected be-

havior.

D. Variation of Group Discussion

1. Panel Discussion

a. A panel usually has three to six learners,

including a chairman. Interplay between the

panel members consists of agreement, support,

disagreement, elaboration of points, and pre-

sentation of differing viewpoints.

b. More intense planning is necessary to suc-

cessfully conduct a panel discussion because

few learners have the expertise to discuss a

topic in front of the rest of the class.

c. The chairman performs the responsibilities

as listed in Section C.

d. After the panel has explored the topic under

consideration, the chairman can open the dis-

cussion to the class. Learners can ask

questions or make comments to specific panel

members, or a total panel response to a

$3
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question could be requested by the chairman.

2. Symposium8

a. A symposium consists of several persons

(guests, learners, etc.) who hold differing

points of view regarding the topic under--

e

consideration.

b. Each participant is given a chance to briefly

state his point of view; a moderator, prefer -

\

ably a student; then opens the meeting to the

group.

c. The symposium is particularly useful as a

vehicle for committee reports.,

d. When the symposium is used as/a classroom

tool, those speaking should be encouraged to

provide charts, diagrams, or other audio-

visual material to enhance their presentations.

3. Interview Technique

a. The interview technique is a method used in

conference between an interview(s) and a

respondent. Direct questioning is useu to

draw informaticin from the respondent.
9

The

8James W. Brown, Richard B. Lewis, and Fred F. Harcleroad,
A-V Instruction Materials and Methods, (New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Co., 1959), p. 311.

9 Good, op. cit., p. 298. 4
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person from whom information is sought can be

a learner or classroom visitor. The inter-

viewer can be a learner, the instructor, or

a small group including both learners and

instructor.

b. Most of the important questions for which

responses are sought should be decided upon

by a general group discussion prior to the in-

terview. It is also advisable to decide who

will ask each question, especially if there

are several interviewers.

c. After completing the formal interview, the

session should be opened for class partici-

pation. The class can participate by

questioning the respondent or by making

further comments about certain points covered

in the interview.

d. A useful variation of the interview session

is one where two respondents are interviewed

simultaneously. This enabl interaction

between the respondents, and often a question

answered by one can be further developed by

the other.

e. It is a good practice to have either. the
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respondent or an observer provide cldsing re-
,

marks. This responsibility should, be assigned

prior to the interview.

f. It is ofter4 necessary to conduct an ,interview

outside the classroom and report back to the

class. The tape recorder is a very effective

tool in such cases. The instructor should,

review the strategies of conducting an inter- -----

-----
view with those respOnsiblejor--th-e outside

interview. It might be advisable to provide

the learner with an interview form designed

specifically for a particular interview.

4. Brainstorming

a. Brciinstorming is a variation of group dis-

cussion often used as a first step in solving

a problem or accomplishing a group objective.

Brainstorming has been described.as a discus-

sion technique "giving the mind the green

light."
10

b. A brainstorming session consists of accepting

ideas, phrases, words, etc. from group par-

ticipants, writing them on the chalkboard,

evaluating each one before deciding on

10Brown, Lewis, and Harcleroad, op. cit., p. 313.

lit
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the most promising course of action.

c. The session should be conducted on a positive

basis. No suggestion should be rejected

because of impracticality.

5. Discussion - Debate11

a. Debate sessions can be best used as follow-
.

up activities to small group discussions in

which proposals with differing points of view

have been identified.

b. During a debate session, two or more speakers

deliberately present opposincLviews to the

same issue.

c. No effort is made to reach a decision or to

recognize common parts of differing views.

d. The instructor should tell the class that

differing views help identify important

issues and/or alternative approaches to a

problem.

e. Some facsimile of formal debate procedures

should be maintained. Each proponent should

be given presentation time and time for

rebuttal. Approximately equal time should be

given each participant.

11Good, op. cit., p. 312. r

4k)
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if. Ideally, the debate session should end with 4

summation of the issue; however, if a solution

or approach must be cisicled upon, the issue

should be informed Tat such a vote will be '1

taken at the conclusion of the debate session.

g. After the debate, the class should be given a.

chance to participate by asking questions or

providing additional input on relevant issues.

NOTE: This discussion-debate variation is not a

formal debate.

Variations and/or combinations of these dis-

cussion methods are unlimited. The instructor

should choose and prepare the discussion session

that will provide the best vehicle for reaching

the objectives of a lesson.
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GIVING DIRECTIONS STRATEGY

The average instructor spends a great amount of classroom

time giving directions to learners. Yet few take time to make

preparations for giving-those directions. The following

suggestions offer a review of common practices too often for-

gotten.

1. Instructors should develop the habit of giving di-

rections only once. If it is necessary to repeat

directions, a learner should assume the responsibility.

2. When giving directions, the instructor should have

the attention of his audience. If directions are

necessary, it is also necessary that learners offer

their undivided attention.

3. The instructor should speak in a clear voice at a

normal rate and volume. If the instructor recog-

nizes that he is getting progreSsively louder while

giving directions, the problem could stem from a

failure to get the attention of the entire class.

4. The instructor should never give more information

than the learners can assimilate.

5. The instructor should thoroughly understand the pro-

cess to be directed before attempting to explain it

to the learners. Writing down directions is often

helpful.
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6. Start with simple directions; gradually increase

their complexity.

7. Help the learner to see a complete picture of what

he is going to do or make before he begins. Examples

and illustrations can clarify directions.

8. When available, use diagrams, charts, and dels as

aids in giving directions.

9., Organize directions into logical steps, remembering

to start with the simple and work toward the complex.

10. Separate disciplinary directions (admonitions) from,
^

instructional directions.

If instructors expect their directions to be followed,

they should present those directions in a carefully prepared

manner. When confusion occurs, however, allow enough flexi-

bility to remedy the problem at the time it arises.

The above material has been adapted from Mauree Applegate,
Easy in English (New York: Harper and Row, publishers,
1960), pp. 103-104.
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PANTOMIME STRATEGY

Pantomime is a process of communicating through the use

of facial expressions and body movements without the use of

speech, costumes, or stage props. Pantomime as a teaching

technique is closely associated with the strategy of role

playing and can be used to accomplish some of the same

objectives.

A. Use of Pantomime

1. To develop self-awareness and/or, awareness of

others

2. To improve communication skills

3. To stimulate involvement

4. To relieve tensions

5. To extend role-playing techniques

B. Instructor Preparation

1. The, instructor must introduce the art of panto-

mime with enthusiasm and sincerity. The word

pantomime should be defined, discussed, and

illustrated.

2. Pantomime depends upon exaggerated facial

expressions and body movements. For most learners

to make maximum use of exaggerated movement and

expressions, the instructor must provide activi-

ties which make learners aware of common
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movements and expressions. An example of such

an activity is described below.

Group Relaxation Exercise

1. Have the class concentrate on tightening every

muscle in the face and then completely relaxing

the face muscles. After completing this sequence

continue by repeating the sequence using the neck

muscles, the arm muscles, the trunk muscles, etc.

2. The instructor should participate in the warming-

up activities in order to provide motivation and ,

an example for the learners.

3. Playing relaxing music during the awareness

activity will often provide an atmosphere con-

ducive to involvement.

4. Stress the importance of concentration on muscle

awareness, muscle control, and external appearance

of exaggerated facial expressions and/or body

movements.

5. The instructor should attempt to get each learner

to exaggerate expressions and movements, but he

should settle for less. It is very difficult to

convince students to totally relax, butjt is

necessary to al..proach pantomiming in this way.
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6. From the moment the word pantomine is introduced,

elicit learner support. Do not reprimand stu-

dents for laughing and acting silly during the

first mime activities; demonstrate the importance

of supporting the mime characters.'

7. After preliminary awareness exercises, the .n-

structor should demonstrate pantoreme witn sev-

eral thirty- to sixty-second mimes. Exam,4

brushing teeth, tying shoe laces, shr:peninc, a

pencil, etc.

8. After short demonstration mimes, involve the

learners in hypothetical situations by asking

them to provide facial expressions which would

illustrate their feelings at a particul r moment.

Later have them add body movement to the facial

expressions.

9. Emphasize that mime characters must concentrate

on what they are doing. The audience must, in

turn, concentrate on what they are seeing.

10. The instructor should have an objective firmly

in mind and should know exactly what he expects,.

of his students prior to planning any pantomime.

11. The instructor should describe an idea or situa-

tion through which an objective can be
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accomplished. For example, "You are walking

,down the street and suddenly you see a $20,bi1l

lying on the sidewalk. Using pantomime, demon-

strate what you would do and how you would act."

In this example only the situation has been de-

scribed. The plot, movements, expressions, etc.,

are left to the creative imagination of the mime

character.

C. Choosing the mime characters

1. Ideally, participation should be voluntary.

2. If Felection of participants is necessary, handle

the situation with tact. The following sugges-

tions should be used only if appropriate with a

particular group.

a. Allow names to be suggested

b. Let those chosen have a part in selecting

others.

D. The Mime

1. The instructor should make a spontaneous de-

cision about when to stop the pantomime.

2. Ask the mime character(s) to remain on stage to
i

help preserve the scene for the observers.

E. Evaluation and Follow-Up Activities

1, Any evaluation or follow-up activity should be
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positive. Examp/e: give compliments, stress

good points, ask positive questions, etc.

2. Follow-up activities are determined entirely by

the target objective. If, for example, the tar-

get was to develop an awareness of others'

feelings, the follow-up activity should stress

differing reactions to a situation and the

reasons for the differing reactions. Such a

follow-up activity could be acco plished with a

discussion period.

Pantomime activities can vary from short sessions that

make no use of props or costumes to sophisticated productions.

Both learners and instructors must become involved if the act

of pantomime is to be successfully used in the classroom.
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QUE§TIORING STRATEGY

Classroom questions are a typical activity: Questions

can be very effective tools when used by an instructor who

has planned his question+ag strategy. Whether the questionirg

is done orally or is written, the following considerations

could prove helpful.

A. Use of Questions

1. To stimulate student thinking

2. To elicit answers which can be used to check

utility of the instructional process

3. To attract attention to an important segment of

a lesson

B. Questioning Strategies

1. The style and form of prepared questions should

be determined by the course objective for which

the question is written. If course objectives

are written in behavioral termsAperformance ob-

jective-), support questions are much more

easily written.

2. The purpose of a question should be determined

prior to its being asked.

3. Generally, an instructor should avoid questions

that can be answered yes or nc.
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a. 'Bloom
12 classifies educational objectives, but

questions can also be classified into six

different categories ranging from knowledge

of specifics to evaluation of theoretical

concepts. It is generally considered better

to initiate questions that require a judgment,

the use of logic, or powers of reasoning.

(See Classroom Question Classification Chart)

b. Use hypothetical sitmlions and conditional

questions such as What would happen if . . .?

or How could . . .?

4. It is generally considered best to ask a question

end then ask someone to respond rather than choos-

ing someone to respond prior to asking a question.

5. Do not repeat questions. If a question and answer

period is planned for a purpose, then all learners

should be required to support the session with

their undivided attention. Repeating a question

will not require the learners to listen.

6. Do not repeat learner answers.

'12Benjamin S. Bloom (ed.), Taxonomy of Educational Objectives,

Handbook 1: Cognitive Domain, (New York: David McKay Co.,

Inc., 1956), p. 18..
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a. Encourage the learner to speak loudly and

clearly.

b. The instructor may wish to repeat an answer

and add or delete essential information in

order to stimulate discussion, thought, and/

or further learner question7.

7. Incorrect answers should always be treated as

incorrect answers, but tact should be used in all

such situations. Consider the source incor-

rect responses before refuting them. Individual

differences require that each response be handled

as a unique situation. Some individuals require

"soft" treatment; others need a firm response.

8. Answers can be grammatically corrected even

though the answer is empirically correct. A

spontaneous judgment should be made before cor-/

recting the grammatical structure of a learner's

response. In some cases, it might be more

damaging to the learner to be grammatically cor-

rected than it would be for the group to be

exposed to grammatical mistakes.

An instructor can stimulate almost any thought pattern

desired by making effective use o.7 questions. Some instruc-

tors may be able to spontaneously initiate questions of
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quality, but most instructors need to spend time preparing

questions and typical responses. Exploring thp topic should

produce many sources of typical quettions and strategies for

using them.
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ROLE-PLAYING STRATEGY

Role playing is 'a teaching technique which uses "the act

of assuming, either in imagination or overtly, the part or

function of another-or athers."13 If role playing is the best

method of satisfying the objective(s) of a lesson, then the

following steps might prove helpful.14

A. Use of Role Playing

1. To develop individual confidence

2. To deVelop group responsibility

3. To practice decision making

4. To show casual behavioral relationships

5. To improve self-concepts

6. To relieve tensions

B. Identifying the Problem - Role playing usually fo-

cuses on a problem.

1. The role-playing sitjaation will be readily ac-

cepted by the learners if the group identifies

the problem to be studied.

2. All facets of the problem should be listed and

the problem narrowed or reduced,lpreferably by

the group, before actual role playing begins.

13Carter Good (ed.), Dictionary of Education, (New York:
McGraw-Hill Co., 1959), p. 471.

14McGraw
-Hill
R. Shaftel, Pole Playing for Social Values:

Decision Making in the Social Studies, (Englewood Cliffs,

New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1967), pp. 65-66.
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3. After selecting and reducing the problem, the

instructor and/or learners need to develop the

problem story. The problem story should define

the situation and characters in a life-like

setting.

C. Warming-up Period - If the learner group participated

in the planning of all stages up to this point, then

the warming-up peri is simply a review before role

playing.

I 1. Acauaint the learners with the problem, the sit-
:

uation, the characters, and the setting. This

can be done by reading or telling the problem

story.

D. Choosing .the Participants

1. Ideally participation should be'voluntary.

2. If selection of participants is necessary, handle

the situation with_tact.--TT -following sugges-

tions should be used only if a?propriateCwith a

particular group. -s1

a. Allow nam to be suggested.

b. Let those chosen have a part in selecting

others.

E. Setting the Stage

1. Help participants become involved by :;Lating
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the time of day, talking about facial expressions

of the characters, feelings involved, etc. Vary-

ing amounts of time should be spent with individ-

uaL actors depending upon their age and maturity.

2. Prepare the observers by discussing the major

concepts of the problem and the main parts to be

played. The observers should be asked to deter-

mine if they think the actors are behaving in a

manner true to life. They should also be asked

to come up with an idea for a solution to the

problem. Help the learners understand why laugh-

ing spoils role playing. It is important to em-

phasize that the way an actor portrays a role

has no reflection upon him as a person - he is

evaluated for his ability to portray the situa-

tion as true to life.

F. Role Playing

A 1. Time will vary according to the magnitude of the

problem.

2. The purpose is to show the problem, not the so-

lution; therefore, stop the action as soon as

the problem is viewed.

3. Ask the players,to remain on stage to help pre-

serve the scene_ for the observers.
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G. Evaluating the<54on_

1. Determine if the situation seemed real. If not,

determine why not. Ask questions such as: (1)

Could this happen in real life? (2) What would

you have done in place? (3) What would

happen if

2. Discuss possible'solutions to the problem and

decide which solution is best for most people.

3. If time permits and if it would be beneficial, do

further role playing on the'topic. Use the same

actors, different actors, or the same actors in

different roles. The same situation could be re-

played, or it could be a continuation of that

situation. Perhaps an enactment of what preceded

the original situation could be developed.

H. Follow-up Activities Activities which enhance dis-

cussion of the problem and/or solutions to the prob-

lem are always desirable. Activities chosen should

involve everyone d should be compatible with the

age and interests of the group. The following ac-

tivities are suggestions:

1. Art project ti

2. Large or small discussion groups

3. Interviews



4. Use of audio visual materials

5. Field trips.

6. Oral.. or written reports

7. Role playing of same or similar subject at a

later date

Role playing is no panacea, but it does offer teachers a

technique adaptable to many classroom situations. Role play-

ing should not be considered n effortless technique, since

successful role playing requjires a great deal of thought and

preparation. Leakners and,nstvctors can find role playing a

rewarding experience if they prepare and participate.
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